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Abstract 

Vi" examin" tit" hdlavior of axisymmetric space-charge dominated 
beams in transport lines using numerical simulation. A typical trans
port line consisting of two axisymmetric linear lenses used to match a 
continuous beam from an ion source to a radio frequency quadrupole 
(RFQ) is considered. We compare the beam evolution when both lenses 
are magnet.ic solenoids or Gabor plasma lenses for beams with different 
initial density profilps. Emittance oscillations due to nonlin"ar space
charge forces are f!'c1uced by the action of plasma lenses in which space
charge fields arc shielded, bul beam mismatch at the RFQ entrance can 

be significant for bot h t"lws of lens. 

Introduction 

The recognition by Lapostolle l that changes in space-charge fipld 
energy could be related to changes in rms emittance has motivated 
several plforts to undprstand and control the evolution of emittance in 
space-charge dominated beams. For these beams the spacp-charge term 
is much larger than the emittance term in the rms envelope equation 
(for a continuous, unaccel"rated beam) 

(1 ) 

where R = (r 2)1/2 is the rms beam radius, k is the focusing channel 
wav"numb<'f, f ~_ ((r 2)(1,2) -- (r. v)2)1/2 is the rms emittance,2 v = 
d1'/dz, and K is the generalized beam perveance. 3 If we define the 
characteristic space-charge wavpnumber as k, _. K 1/2/ y'2 fl, then the 
condition for a space-charge dominated beam is f/k,R 2 ~ 1. 

More recently the numerical simulations of \Vangler ct a!.4 have 
revealed an unexplained, explosive emittance growth in one-quarter 
of a plasma period for beams in a continuous, linear focusing chan
n,,!' This growth is followed by damped oscillations at the plasma 
frequency as the beam deIlSit~· profile oscillates hetween peaked and 
hollow distributions. 

Despite such unexplained results, the physical picture ofrms emit
tance growth has long been understood. It was recognized that linear 
space-charge forces arising from a uniform b"am profile would not pro
duce rms emittance growth."s Nonuniform profiles however result in 
nonlinear forces, and particle oscillation frequencies then depend on 
amplitud('. The phase space ellipse is distort"d into the classic'S' shape 
as it rotates." This filamentation of the beam phase space changes the 
rms emittance (dilution), although the actual phase space area is un
changed in t h" ails('nce of collisions. 

Progress in the analytic understanding of emittance growth was 
made by Anderson,6 who used the fact that the internal motion of a 
space-charge dominated beam is approximately that of laminar flow 
in a cold beam (c/k,R2 ---> 0) in order to calculate emittance evolu
tion. He showed that the explosive emittance growth observed by 
Wangler et a\.4 for a matched beam in a focusing channel is given by 
~f2_ (U/2)k;R4, wlt"re U - J;rdr(E,/Ne)2 - (1 t 4 Inb/y'Z R) is 
th" normalized space-charge fi"ld energy of tllP initial beam, E, is the 
initial space-charge fidd, and the radius b is large enough to include 
all of the beam. For a general beam protLle U > 0, and for a uniform 
profile lJ ~. o. 

·Opnaten by th(' l~niY('rsitif's Research /\sso('iation under contract with the 
U. S. Departm('nt Dr Encrgy 

Transport Line Simulation 

The injection of an ion beam into a drift- tube linac can be easily 
accomplished with a radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) which focuses, 
bunches and accelerates a beam from tens of ke V to a few Me V in 
energy. An RFQ generally requires a narrow, converging axisymmetric 
beam at its entrance, and lenses are used to "match" the phase space 
ellipse of the source beam to the RFQ acceptance. The parameters 
Q= (f· V)/f and (3 _C (r 2 )/c are commonly used to specify the beam 
envelope slope and width, respectively. Envelope integration programs 
such as TRA CE7 aid in the design of a beam transport line that will 
produce a specific Q and (3 at an RFQ entrance. These programs 
assume that the beam densit'y proftle is uniform, and the rms emittance 
is constant. 

To investigate the elfect of emittance oscillations on beam match
ing, a special particle-in-cell (PIC) code was written in FORTRAN. 
The program uses macroparticles to simulate the internal dynamics 
of a continuous, axisymmetric beam in a transport line consisting of 
an arbitrary combination of drift spaces and linear lenses. The beam 
propagates in the t-z direction at a constant velocity in the paraxial 
approximation. Only transverse space-charge fields and external fo
cusing fields act on macroparticles (8E,,/8z ~ 47rp, where p is the 
charge densit'y). 

An initial beam phase space distribution specified at z = 0 is ex
pected to "volve as a function of z under the action of space-charge 
and external fields. We normalize transverse distances b'y the initial 
rms beam radius flo and the longitudinal distance by the initial space
charg" wavenumber k,o = K 1 / 2 / y2 Ro. The single-particle d.Ynam
ics for the simulation can then be described in terms of the dimen
sionless radial position f / R o, length k,oz and velocity (divergence) 
d(r/ Ro)/d(k,"z) independent of the actual beam size or perveance. 
Typically 6000 macroparticles are randoml'y assigned to a radial grid 
of 300 mesh points according to specified distributions in position and 
divergence. 

At each longitudinal step of the simulation (~kwz ~ 1), a stan
darel "leapfrog" algorithm is used to move particles: (1) charge is as
signed to mesh points b'y interpolation according to the position of 
particles at the last step, (2) space-charge fields are calculated at each 
mesh point using Gauss's law, (3) the change in particle velocity is 
calculated b'y interpolation of the fields at the particle position, and 
(1) the change in position is found using the new velocit'y. Because 
a transported beam oscillates radially, the computational grid is ex
panded or contracted according to the position of the beam edge at 
the end of each step in order to maintain resolution. 

Magnetic Solenoids and Plasma Lenses 

Two degrp"s of freedom are needed in a transport line to match a 
round beam's Q and (3 to the RFQ acceptance. In a t'ypical transport 
line the lens and drift lengths are not easily adjustable after installa
tion, and a minimum of two lenses is required. We will compare the 
beam evolution through the transport line shown in Fig. 1 when both 
l!'llses are magnetic sulenoids or Gabur plasma lenses. 8 An ideal Gabor 
lens supports a plasma, a radial electric field and an axial magnetic 
field in equilibrium. The plasma shields the space-charge fields of the 
beam, and th" electric field provides radial focusing. Beam-plasma 
scattering has a negligible effect on pmittance in a typical Gabor lens, 
and we do not include it in our simulations. 
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Figure 1: Double-lens transport line showing the evolution of the rms 
beam envelope calculated from Eqn. (1). 

Thl' Jens posit ions and lengths shown in Fig. 1 were arbitrarily cho
sen symmetrically between the ion source exit and the RFQ entrance. 
Dimensionless parameters are used to describe the transport line in 
order to illuslrate fundamental scalings independent of beam size and 
perveanre. The beam envelope was obtained by integrating Eqn. (1) 
starting from a waist with a constant emittance eolk,oR~ = 0.1. The 
envdope is essentially tlw same for magnetic or plasma lenses, although 
the lens strengt hs (wavenumbers) are different for the same match: 

(2) 

(3) 

As an example I hI' init ial space-charge wavenumber of a beam 
from a typical prolon or II - source producing several tens of mA 
current at a few «'TIS of kc \. energy might bl' k.on ~ 0.1 cm 1 with initial 
mC'un square bCrlln radills R~ O.l rrn 2 . T}l(' source rms f'mHtanre 

in Fig. 1 would 1)(' fn 1 em mrad, with ;3,ource _c 100 em and 
f3HFQ -c 5 em. Tlw lransporl line length would be 60 em. 

To illustrate tlw f'f[('rts of diff"rent am'J1lnts of space-charge fidd 
energy on beam misrnat eh, we present simulation results from our PIC 
code for the C\'olulion of initiallv paraholic ( p ~ 1 (rla)2, u -
0.0224) and Gaussian ( p ~ c",p( r2/a 2 ), U -c 0.154) heam rlensity 
profiles. The results are not very sensitive to the initial divergence dis
tribution. A Gaussian divergencl' distribution was used in th('se simu
lations with the initial rms ernittanc(' being "olk,oll~ -- 0.1. Gaussian 
distributions are trunratNI at two and a half times their rms size. 

The emittanr(' oscillations through the transport line containing 
magndir (1\1) ami plasma (P) I('ns('s ar\' compared in Fig. 2. Th" 
shielding of space-charg(, fields in the plasma lens is evident from the 
const.ant emiaanc(' s('glTwnts on the rllrV('5 lallPlpd 'f". For eitn!'f type 

of h'ns, t h(' b('am profiles become nearly uniform in the first lens and 
I h('n hollow in I hI' intcrmcdiat e drift spac('. Here some rms emittance 
is ronv('rl<,d back into spac('-charge potential energy. The beam re
tllrns 10 a Ilniform profile after the second hons. In the final focus 
where the H Fq ('nl fanc(' wOllld IlP, t h(' I'mittance decrl'ases rapidly, 
and I n(' IlPafll \H'COflleS sharply peaked with a diffuse halo. The halo 
cont ains approximately ten percpnt of the beam with ninety percent 
of II", fo('us('d b('am b('ing within one and a half rms radii. 

Figmes :\ and ,1 show th(' evolution of a and k,of3, respectively, in 
a transport line containing two magnetic lenses (Eqn. (2)) and corre
spond to th(' emittance curves labeled 'M' in Fig. 2. The final focus 
r('gion near A',nz = 6 is magnified in Figs. 3b and 4b to show the 
mismatch at I he H FQ entrancl'. The mismatch in a and k.o f3 is a 

combination of emillance growth and diffl'rences in rms beam radii 
and div('fgen('('s. At k,oz c_ 6 the rms beam radius of the initially 
parabolic }'('am is a few percent gr('ater than the envelope prediction 
(Fig. J) while t hat of thl' Gaussian is 10 p('rn'nt greater. This is partly 
du(' 10 I he b('am halos which for the parabolic beam extends to about 
two nns Iwam radii and for t 11(' Gaussian h('arn to about five rms radii. 

Figllre 2 indicates t hat the plasma l('flsl's reduce the emittance 
osrillal ions which are so prononnced in til!' magnetic transport line. 
1I0\\,('\,('r \\'(' find that t he resulting mismatch in a and k.of3 at the 
II FQ ('III rallc(' is not dramatically improved. Fignrl's 5 and 6 show the 
evoillt ion of ('( and k.on(J, respectivelv, in a transport line containing 
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Figure 2: Emittance oscillations for initially parabolic and Gaussian 
beams in a double-lens transport line when both lenses are either the 
magnetic (M) or plasma (P) type. 

two plasma lenses (Eqn. (;1)) and correspond to the emittance curves 
labeled 'P' in Fig. 2. Comparison with Figs. 3 and 4 indicates only 
marginal improvement in the heam matching. The plasma lenses rlo 
r('duce halo formation in the Gaussian beam. At k,oz = 6 the rms 
radius is only about 20 percent greater than the envelope prediction, 
anrl the halo extends to about four and a half rms radii. 

Conclusion 

In a double-lens transport line, explosive emittance growth due 
to nonlinear space-charg(, forces occurs in the initial drift space, while 
rapid emittance rl'duction occurs in the flllal focus. A shorter initial 
drift space and a more uniform beam profile are desirable. Because of 
the large emittance growth in the initial drift, the use of plasma lenses 
rather than magnl'tic solenoids did not significantly reduce mismatch 
in the casl' sturlied here. Plasma lenses woulrl bl' advantageous if the 
initial drift space was shorter although this may be difficult to achieve 
in actual transport lines. 
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